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SAFOREIGNPOLICY
SHOULDRETURNTOITS
African roots

The country should revisit the Afrocentric
strategiesit oncewaschiefarchitect of,

asregional integration is the only pragmatic
path towardsunlocking intra-African

economic opportunities and ending the
enduring Balkanisationof the continent,

writes Laurence Caromba
hen South Africans think about foreign policy,Wto the extent that we think about it at all, we

usually end up fixating on global rather than
regional issues.
We argue about what stance the country should adopt

towards Russia's invasion of Ukraine; the Israel-Palestine
conflict; the question of whether South Africa should
provide aid to Cuba, and so on.

These are, of course, important questions, some of
which have a material bearing on South Africa's national
interests. The Russia-Ukraine conflict, for example, has
directly affected South Africa's inflation rate and food
security.

The harsh reality, however, is that South Africa does
not possessmany foreign policy tools that it can use to
influence these issues, one way or another. For
example, while the South African government takes
pride in its membership of Brics - the informal group
comprising Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa
- and its regular appointments to the UN Security
Council, it is unlikely that anything South Africa saysor
does will sway the decision-making calculus of Vladimir
Putin.

So, where can South Africa make an impact? At the
Mapungubwe Institute for Strategic Reflection (Mistra),
we recently completed a 10-year review of our institute 's
publications on Africa in global geopolitics, and we
arrived at a conclusion that was both simple and
striking: South Africa should return to its traditional
focus on Africa.
In particular, we argue that the country should

leverage its most important strength as an actor in
international politics: its ability to act as an architect and
underwriter of Africa's continental institutions.
In some respects, such a strategy would resemble

South Africa's foreign policy during the 1990sand early
2000s, when it took a leading role in the creation of
new continental institutions such as the New Partnership
for Africa's Development, the African Peer Review
Mechanism and the AU.
These institutions did not solve all of Africa's

problems, but they laid a foundation for regional
integration that future South African governments could
have built on.
However, subsequent South African governments have

failed to capitalise on this oppor tunity. During the
presidency of JacobZuma, this country became
preoccupied with domestic politics, and its major foreign
policy initiatives tended to focus on Brics rather than the
AU. As a result, it lost the chance to pursue an
ambitious policy of regional integration in Africa.
This is unfor tunate because there are numerous issues

in which South Africa could play a beneficial leadership
role within Africa. For example, the
continent would benefit from stronger
institutional rules to promote intra-African
investment, which would help unlock new
sourcesof development financing and
reduce the continent' s reliance on foreign

+ aid.SOUth AfflCël The continent would also benefit from

stable and predictable rules on intra-ShOUld African migration. This would reduce the

+ rate of irregular migration, and wouldreturn tO ltS also help South Africa take advantage of

Pe the economic benefits that migrationtraditional__ bss.
We would also benefit from a morefOCUS OI] urgent implementation of the African

+ Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA),AfflCël which was officially launched in January

last year, but, in practice, remains largely
stalled.

Implementation of the AfCFTA would be an
important step towards
\ overcoming the colonial-er a
' division of Africa into small

oppor tunities for
diversification and
& growth acrossthe

continent.
Such

policies

advance
South Africa's

own national
' interests, aswell as
- the interests of the

African
continent in

4 general. In a
( new book,
/ we describe
L this as a

strategy of
"pragmatic Pan-Africanism".

Essentially , such a strategy
views continental integration as

a rational response to the various
interlinked economic, political and ecological crises that
are currently facing the international system.
We plan to develop this idea further at an upcoming

conference that is hosted by Mistra, the Friedrich Ebert
Stiftung SA, the Institute for Global Dialogue and the
National Institute for the Humanities and Social Sciences.
In principle, the argument advanced in the book

echoes that of the international relations and
cooperation depar tment, which recently unveiled a
discussion document addressing the question of how
South Africa should define its national interest.
This document, which provides the most

comprehensiveoverview of South Africa's international
strategy since the 2011white paper on foreign policy,
argues that "South Africa should strive to establish and
strengthen continental institutions to bolster integration
and peace on the African continent".
We wholehear tedly agree with this assessment.The

challenge will be to muster the political leadership
necessar yto galvanise all our diplomatic tools to ensure
that such policies are implemented.

Caromba is a researcher at Mistra and is co-editor of its
forthcoming book, Reflections on Africa's Place in the World


